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Test prep for the AP Chemistry exam, with 100% brand-new content that reflects recent exam

changes Addressing the major overhaul that the College Board recently made to the AP Chemistry

exam, this AP Chemistry test-prep guide includes completely brand-new content tailored to the

exam, administered every May.Features of the guide include review sections of the six "big ideas"

that the new exam focuses on:Fundamental building blocksMolecules and interactionsChemical

reactionsReaction ratesThermodynamicsChemical equilibriumEvery section includes review

questions and answers.Also included in the guide are two full-length practice tests as well as a math

review section and sixteen discrete laboratory exercises to prepare AP Chemistry students for the

required laboratory experiments section on the exam.
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Your complete guide to a higher score on the AP(r) Chemistry exam Why CliffsNotes?Go with the

name you know and trustGet the information you need fast!About the Book: IntroductionTopics

covered in a typical AP Chemistry courseFormat of the AP Chemistry examStrategies for

multiple-choice questionsStrategies for free-response questionsBig Ideas: Subject Area

ReviewsStructure of Matter (Big Idea 1)Bonding and Intermolecular Forces (Big Idea 2)Chemical

Reactions (Big Idea 3)Kinetics (Big Idea 4)Thermodynamics (Big Idea 5)Chemical Equilibrium (Big

Idea 6)Laboratory Review 16 AP Chemistry experiments AP Chemistry Model Practice Exams2



full-length practice exams that simulate the actual examAnswers and complete explanationsAngela

Woodward Spangenberg has a Master of Science in Chemistry from the University of North

Carolina. Having taught advanced chemistry in high school and currently working as a research

chemist at the University of Texas, she tutors AP Chemistry students in the Austin, Texas, area."

ANGELA WOODWARD SPANGENBERG has a Master&#39;s of Science in Chemistry degree from

the University of North Carolina. Having taught advanced chemistry in high school, she

worksÃ‚Â as a research chemist at the University of Texas and tutors AP Chemistry students in the

Austin, Texas, area.

Good notebook, very helpful for chemistry AP study!

I was asked to review this book by a friend of the author. I am not affiliated with the author or

publisher in any manner. I teach all levels of chemistry at the high school level, including AP

Chemistry. Overall, I really like what this book has to offer in terms of price, size, and contents. It is

clear the author is fully appraised of the changes to the AP test as evidenced by the omission of

discussions of Lewis acids, the Nernst equation, etc.I found the questions (both MC and FRQ

format) to be of comparable difficulty and style to those found on the actual AP exam. I particularly

liked the section on Laboratory Review--it briefly yet clearly summarizes with simple graphics the

tools and techniques that are the basis of laboratory-based questions.The content area is organized

by 6 Big Ideas as set forth by the College Board in the new AP Chemistry curriculum. I admit this

took a little getting used when skimming the book for discussions of a particular content area (such

as Lewis structures) that would generally garner its own chapter in an AP textbook or in most of

other review books that are on the market. In this regard, I felt the book would have been greatly

aided by an index to complement the subject list found in the table of contents. For this reason I give

the book four stars out of five.I would definitely recommend this book to my students as a

supplementary study aid as they pursue their AP Chemistry studies during the year in preparation

for the AP Exam in May.

I tutor high school chemistry students and I have purchased several of the AP test guides to help

prepare my clients for the exam. This most recent version from Cliffs Notes is by far the best of

them all. The author did a splendid job explaining each of the subjects covered in the test. She has

a very effective way of introducing and developing the concepts. I highly recommend this book, both



for students studying for the AP exam and for teachers and/or private tutors who are assisting

students with their studies.I also tutor AP physics, but I have not yet purchased the Cliffs Notes prep

guide for that subject. Hopefully that book is as well done as this one!

I scored a 4 on the AP test and I owe it to this book. I probably wouldve scored a 2 without it. I never

would've been prepared for the test without this guide'S help. THANK YOU CLIFFS NOTES!!!

I have historically used AP guides to assist in high school chemistry tutoring. This new guide is, by

far, the best I've used. Highly recommended.

This book is updated with all the content needed for the new edition of the exam. The practice

questions are alright, and the content explanations are very easy to follow. All the info on the test

was covered in this book and did not go into too much depth. Having scored a 5 on the exam, I

recommend this book for the class and preparing for the exam.

This new book follows the "Big Ideas" concept of the new AP Chemistry curriculum. I almost got the

2009 AP Chemistry Cliffs because it was cheaper, but realized the curriculum and exam had

changed!

This book was incredibly helpful and insightful. I highly recommend!
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